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CONTACT
INFO:
Your customers want their products now. Logistyx helps you deliver.

COMPANY:

Logistyx provides a cloud multi-carrier shipping system that gives shippers the tools they
need to minimize parcel shipping costs and improve customer service levels worldwide.

PHONE:

Carrier Network: Manage all carriers on one platform.

WEBSITE:

Logistyx instantly compares carriers and services to locate the best value for each shipment according to business rules. The Logistyx carrier network is built on more than
8,500 global carrier service integrations, giving shippers the necessary agility to accommodate volume spikes or manage supply chain disruptions.

Logistyx Technologies
877.755.2374
www.logistyx.com

EMAIL:

info@logistyx.com

Parcel Shipping Execution: Set each parcel up for successful delivery.
Logistyx integrates with the leading business systems to seamlessly execute shipments
from any operation, whether it’s automated, manual, or somewhere in between. Once
each order is input, Logistyx identifies the best carrier service and automatically provides
a label that complies with the carrier’s requirements.
Cross-Border Shipping: Prepare for a faster, more global future.
Logistyx enables shippers to ship every parcel, including hazmat and dangerous goods, across
borders with the correct label and documentation — no matter the carrier or destination.
Control Tower: Gain complete visibility over parcel delivery.
The Logistyx Control Tower empowers shippers to resolve delivery issues before they negatively impact the business. User-friendly dashboards present all shipment statuses in a
normalized format, regardless of carrier, so teams can monitor all transportation activity
and stay on top of any potential delays.
Freight Audit: Save time and money processing carrier payments.
Logistyx combines and audits all modes of transportation carrier invoices plus shipping
system manifest data in one consolidated platform, providing shippers with insight into
transportation metrics and delivering better transportation cost control.
Business Intelligence: Gain a 360-degree view of shipping operations.
Logistyx Business Intelligence collects and analyzes shipping data across all attributes,
from spend to geography, carriers, and clients. Customers leverage this data to streamline
transportation activity, increase efficiency, improve delivery performance, and save money.
Prepare for the future of parcel shipping. Visit www.logistyx.com today.
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